
AMPED VOLUME 1 Episode 1 transcript 

Amped up, dup, amped up, dup, amped up, dup (over - you’re awfully amped up), amped 

up, dup (over – you’re awfully amped up), amped up, amped up, (over – you’re awfully 

amped up), amped up, dup, amped up, dup, amped up, dup, amped up, dup, amped up, 

dup, amped up, dup, amped up, dup, amped up, dup, amped up, dup, amped up, dup, 

amped up, dup, amped up, dup, amped up, dup, amped up, dup, amped up (over – you’re 

awfully amped up), dup, amped up, dup (over – you’re awfully amped up) 

This is my story, this is my story and the way I tell it to myself is the way it goes. These 

affirmations are me telling myself my story differently.  

This is my story, and the way I tell it to myself is the way it goes. These affirmations are me 

telling myself my story differently, telling myself my story differently, differently. 

I cling to nothing external that I manifest or want to manifest, however alluring or beautiful. 

I keep returning to my internal integrity. I keep dropping back inside away from all objects 

and desire. Into the vacuum created is drawn the essence of all opportunity, situations and 

events comprising the state I’m in. Everything comes to me. Something amazing comes to 

me next. I manage and order the external aspects of my life with ease and excellence at all 

times. Everything comes to me. Something amazing comes to me next. Something amazing 

comes to me next. Everything comes to me. Something amazing comes to me next. 

Something amazing comes to me next.  

Everything works to my advantage and I don’t know why. Everything works to my 

advantage and I don’t know why. I remain in a state of deep appreciation for the gift of life. 

The greatest and only truly important gift there is, without which there can be no others. 

And this naturally inclines me to remain in a state of deep appreciation for everything I 

manifest. Everything works to my advantage and I don’t know why. Everything I manifest is 

really the Tao in disguise and its seeing the Tao that gives me the thrill I seek. Everything 

works to my advantage and I don’t know why. Everything I manifest is really the Tao in 

disguise and its seeing the Tao that gives me the thrill I seek. Everything works to my 

advantage and I don’t know why. I’m choosing the everything works out experience. I 

assume everything works out easily and to my advantage from now on, without exception. 

It all works out, it all works out. People, situations, money, resources, support, 

opportunities, and all human interaction and interaction with my environment, all roles 

beautifully. From now on, instead of ever assuming things will be difficult, I now assume 

everything works easily and smoothly and to my advantage, and as I assume so it will be 

and is. Nothing means what I think it does at all. Whatever I think something means is only 

so because I think it so. I give the story and all its aspects all the significance it has for me. It 

all works out, it all works out. I give the story and all its aspects all the significance it has for 

me. It all works out, it all works out, it all works out. I occupy my back and drop my weight 

so that my head and my chest in the front of me remain light and clear. And then I embody 

the optimal state to manifest everything I need 



now. It all works out, it all works out, it all works out, it all works out, it all works out, it all 

works out, it all works out, it all works out, it all works out, it all works out, it all works out.  

They key to my success succeeding in enjoying this mystery of being is to allow a story that 

supports me. I allow my story to support me. I allow all external factors be free to please me 

more and more now. It all works out. 

Everything works to my advantage and I don’t know why. 

I’m celebrating life all the time and not trying to change it. The more I celebrate and the less 

I try to change life, the more life changes to suit me. I’m celebrating life all the time and not 

trying to change it. The more I celebrate and the less I try to change life, the more life 

changes to suit me. The less I try to change life, the more life changes to suit me. The less I 

try to change life, the more life changes to suit me.  

I am now making enormous strides in my activities and endeavours with little or no effort 

and no strain, and am accomplishing an enormous amount and producing the results I want. 

I am now making enormous strides in my activities and endeavours with little or no effort 

and no strain, and am accomplishing an enormous amount and producing the results I want. 

All the while I’m accomplishing an amazing amount without even trying. I’m fully open to all 

the beautiful surprises coming my way, because there really are beautiful surprises coming 

my way. I’m fully open to all the beautiful surprises coming my way. There really are 

beautiful surprises coming my way.  

The perspective of the collective is only elective, not obligatory, so I’m selective and choose 

my own, even if at moments it makes me feel alone. But then as soon as I settle into it and 

return myself to now, its obvious to me I’m never alone, because I’m always part of the Tao. 

And as the Tao is everything that ever was, is and will be, it’s the eyes of the Tao through 

which I’m privileged to see. It’s the eyes of the Tao through which I’m privileged to see. It all 

works out. It all works out.  

I’m happy all the time. I’m happy all the time. I don’t need a reason, I don’t need any sign. 

I’m happy feeling anything so I’m happy all the time. I’m happy all the time. I’m happy all 

the time. I’m happy all the time. 

Every moment provides an opportunity for me to appreciate the unparalleled gift of being 

alive. Every moment provides an opportunity for everything to work to my advantage, that’s 

right, everything works to my advantage. Every moment provides an opportunity for a 

wonderful surprise to occur. There is no moment that is not an opportunity. The more I 

appreciate each moment as an opportunity, the more focussed, specific and benign are the 

opportunities that come my way. 

The more I let go of the useless worry habit, the more things work out, so there’s less to 

worry about anyway. I now relinquish all allegiance to habits that no longer serve me. I’m 

far more inclined to trust the thrust of the adventure, than to doubt it. And the more I trust 

the thrust, the more the thrust justifies my trust by providing everything I need and bringing 

me everything I want. The more I trust the thrust, the more the thrust justifies my trust by 



providing everything I need and bringing me everything I want. I trust the thrust and the 

thrust justifies my trust by providing everything I need and bringing me everything I want.  

It all works out, it all works out, it all works out, it all works out It all works out, it all works 

out. 

I now renounce every vow inadvertently taken to the world to patterns that no longer 

support me. My subconscious mind knows exactly what to do and how to get it done, and 

the more I delegate to the subconscious, the smoother and more seamlessly everything rolls 

for me and everyone around me. Everything rolls smoothly and seamlessly for me, and I 

don’t know why, I don’t need to know why. 

Everything works to my advantage and I don’t know why, everything works to my advantage 

and I don’t know why, everything works to my advantage and I don’t know why. 

The more I live my life fully, the less I fear death. The less I fear death, the more fully I live 

my life. The more I live my life fully, the less I fear death the more fully I live my life.  

The validation I sought from others is already within me. This is my story, and I now validate 

myself. Others then mirror that by validating me. The comfort I sought in others is already 

within me. This is my story and I comfort myself now. Then others mirror that by comforting 

me. The excitement I sought in others is already within me. This is my story, and I now 

generate my own excitement. Then others mirror that by exciting me. The entertainment I 

sought in others is already within me. This is my story and I entertain myself now. Then 

others then mirror that by entertaining me. The love I sought in others is already within me. 

This is my story and I love myself now. Others mirror that by loving me.  

It all works out, it all works out, it all works out, it all works out. 

It all works out. It all works out. It all works out. 

Everything works to my advantage and I don’t know why. 

This is my story, this is my story and the way I tell it to myself is the way it goes. These 

affirmations are me telling myself my story differently. This is my story and the way I tell it 

to myself is the way it goes. These affirmations are me telling myself my story differently. 

It all works out. It all works out. It all works out, it all works out. It all works out. 

This is my story. This is my story and the way I tell it to myself is the way it goes. These 

affirmations are me telling myself my story differently. 

This is my story and the way I tell it to myself is the way it goes. These affirmations are me 

telling myself my story differently. Telling myself my story differently. 

It all works out, it all works out, it all works out, it all works out. 

This is my story. This is my story and the way I tell it to myself is the way it goes. These 

affirmations are me telling myself my story differently. 

It all works out. 



This is my story and the way I tell it to myself is the way it goes. These affirmations are me 

telling myself my story differently. 

It all works out, it all works out. 

Amped up, amped up, amped up, amped up. 

You’re being amped up. 

Yeh 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 



 


